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Abstract Cultural heritage is a nation’s identity and is an identification document
among other nations. All people have a role in protecting and understanding of
cultural heritage. One way to introduce archeological-cultural heritage to the people
and the world, besides required field to revive and protect and preserve cultural
heritage areas is participation of tourists especially cultural tourists in these areas. A
large extent of tourists come to Iran for visiting architectural works. So Iran’s cultural
heritage can be a means for attracting tourists. In this regard this study is based on
descriptive –analytical method, designing a tourism-recreational site beside
Langroud’s Daryabeigi House in Guilan province with a field-oriented architecture and
according to physical and cultural field. Now the skyline of this site is so
heterogeneous and created an unsuccessful urban edge. In this paper an attempt is
made by presentation of appropriate solution to improve an urban edge by the use
field-oriented architecture with respect to cultural heritage and due to this valuable
treasure, culture, customs of this area creating a tourism-recreational site based on
the needs of cultural tourists and also converting to a successful urban edge. In the
first step of this thesis, generalities of the research were examined in order to reach
an appropriate understanding of the topic, then in the following chapters theoretical
background, review of literature, examples, internal and external manifestation,
design site, criteria and standards of design and to the end designing process were
discussed. An attempt have been made to present a design to meet tourist’s need
and make a recreational site to visitors.
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